
The proVision® 4100 policy was designed to simplify the interactions between AFM and our broker partners, creating winning  
solutions for clients. We have incorporated cover needed by clients into a simple, easy-to-read, easy-to-sell and easy-to-navigate  
form. This eliminates the question of whether or not we can provide a specific cover, and focuses the discussion on identifying  
the exposures and how much cover is needed.

Contract Certainty
We designed the proVision 4100 to be 
clear and concise, ensuring contract 
certainty. Highlights include:
■■ Straightforward policy language
■■  A table of contents to find what you 

are looking for quickly and easily
■■  Comprehensive policy form incor-

porating all property damage and 
business interruption covers

■■  The proposal seamlessly becomes  
the binder, which then becomes the 
declarations section of the policy.

All-Risk Cover
The proVision platform offers all-risk 
cover for Real Property, Personal Property 
and Business Interruption. Machinery 
and equipment breakdown cover is also 
included.

Policy Limit Cover
We removed the uncertainty of select-
ing limits by providing standard policy 
cover for the following:
■■ Brand Protection
■■ Computer/EDP Equipment
■■  Cost to clean up resultant fungus, 

mould or mildew

■■ Debris Removal
■■ Decontamination Costs
■■  Extra Cost of Reinstatement
■■  Machinery and Equipment Breakdown
■■ Paving and Roadways
■■ Plants, Trees and Shrubs
■■  Protection and Preservation of 

Property 
■■  Underground Property, Foundations, 

Pipes, Flues and Drains

Additional Cover  
Enhancements 
A limit-by-limit comparison between prop-
erty forms does not necessarily determine 
the best cover. We developed the proVision 
4100 with comprehensive cover in mind. 
Additional cover enhancements include:
■■  Brand Protection gives control of 

physically damaged property to the 
insured for decisions whether such 
property is fit for reprocessing or 
sale. If fit for sale, the insured may 
elect to stamp “salvage” or remove 
brands or labels.

■■  Change of Temperature covers  
spoilage of stock due to accidental 
interruption of services.

■■  Communicable Disease covers 
the costs of cleanup, removal and 
disposal of communicable disease 
including cost or fees for reputation 
management and business inter-

ruption, when access is limited, 
restricted or prohibited by order of 
an authorised governmental agency 
or an officer of the insured.

■■  Crisis Management covers business 
interruption when access to a location 
is prohibited by order of a civil au-
thority due to a violent crime, suicide, 
attempted suicide or armed robbery, 
including death or bodily injury 
caused by a workplace accident.

■■  Extra Cost of Reinstatement includes 
machinery or equipment and  
downzoning.

■■  Green Cover covers cost to replace 
property with environmentally 
friendly material.

■■  Machinery and equipment break-
down includes cover for resulting 
ammonia contamination, hazardous 
substance, spoilage and water dam-
age with no sublimits.

■■  Public Utilities covers loss of listed 
services due to an accidental event 
to utility-owned property anywhere 
within the policy territory.

Cyber Event
The proVision 4100 policy treats data  
as personal property. This affords broad 
first-party cover for your clients’ digital 
assets. Cover for the following applies on  
a worldwide basis.
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■■  Owned Network Interruption 
including actions taken to temporarily 
protect from a cyber event

■■  Data Restoration covers physical loss 
or damage to electronic data, programs 
or software from a cyber event

■■   Data Service Provider cover is for a loss 
that results from interruption of voice, 
data and video services from a provider 
and includes satellite transmission

Business Interruption and  
Additional Increased 
Cost of Working
The proVision 4100 policy offers cover 
for business interruption—gross earnings, 
gross profits, rental income and Additional 
Increased Cost of Working—to all clients. 
With BI Select™, your client chooses either 
the gross earning or gross profit calcula-
tion after the loss, whichever is greater. 

Business Interruption Extensions
■■  Attraction Property cover within  

one mile
■■  Business Interruption Period of  

Liability includes the time to retrain 
employees on new machinery or 
equipment.

■■ Contractual Penalties
■■  Crisis Management
■■ Leasehold Interest
■■  Logistics Extra Cost for increased 

costs of transporting goods due to 
infrastructure loss

■■ Property in transit
■■ Research and Development

Supply Chain
The proVision 4100 includes supply 
chain cover for all clients. This applies 
to direct and indirect suppliers and 
customers of the insured across their 
entire supply chain including named 

and unnamed suppliers and customers. 
Supply chain also includes cover for loss 
of commissions, profits and royalties.

Valuation
Specialised valuations help clients with 
the cover they need and to maximise 
recoveries in loss scenarios. Examples 
include: 
■■  Equipment (new for old): Following 

a loss, the insured receives settlement 
to replace irreparable electrical or me-
chanical equipment, including comput-
er equipment, with the most function-
ally equivalent, even if new equipment 
has technological advantages. 

■■  Unplanned capital expenditures:  
Following a loss, repairing or replac-
ing damaged property with like kind 
and quality may not make the best 
financial sense. Clients can elect to 
use the settlement for an unplanned 
capital expenditure of their choice.

■■  Vacant property (no warranties):  
Permission is given for vacant  
properties without warranties.

Globally Applicable
As clients expand around the world, it is 
important to give them the same level of 
broad cover available in their domestic 

policy. The proVision 4100 can provide 
consistent cover around the world for all 
your clients’ assets. Features include:
■■  Broad locally admitted, compliant 

cover—paying as much locally as 
possible, minimising gaps with the 
master policy

■■ DIC/DIL limits
■■  Tax protections on payments out  

of country
■■  Coinsurance Deficiency and  

Currency Devaluation

Industry-Specific Endorsements
The proVision 4100 can be customised 
depending on the specific business needs 
of the client. One or more of the follow-
ing industry-specific endorsements can 
be added to the proVision 4100:
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